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Preface 
Canadians rightfully expect government to be a glass house. We expect to be able to see the 
rationale for government decisions. We need to understand government decisions not only 
because they affect our lives, but also because they are made on our behalf and with our implied 
consensus.  
Transparency is a critical link in the chain of accountability, from government to voter. Absent 
transparency, the chain is broken. Canadians expect transparency to be the default mode of 
government, not a discretionary option. It follows then, that government information should be 
public and in all cases where it cannot be, the onus is on government to show why not.  
This is the spirit of Canada’s Access to Information Act. Although enacted a full 17 years after 
the U.S. Freedom of Information Act, Canada’s access law pre-dates Britain’s by over two 
decades. The legislation was seen at the time as something of a trailblazer within the 
Westminster system of parliamentary democracy.  Today it is but one of fifty-nine freedom of 
information laws at the national level around the world. As in Canada in the early 1980’s, 
governments the world over have increasingly come to recognize that freedom of information is 
vital to the democratic process. 
Canada’s Supreme Court has designated freedom of information as a quasi-constitutional right, 
linked to rights of free speech and free expression established in the Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms, under Canada’s Constitution Act (1982). In other words, in Canada the glass house of 
government is recognized, not only in public opinion but also in law as fundamental to the 
operation of our democratic system.  
Canadians can and do accept that in this glass house some areas will need to be curtained off. 
But to protect the principle of transparency, the boundaries of what then becomes defined as 
government secrecy need to be strictly limited.  

 
 “Access reform is something that the Government of Canada is committed to.  It 
has been a longstanding concern of mine… and which proceeds from two basic 
principles. First, that freedom of information is a cornerstone of a culture of 
democratic governance, involving accessibility, transparency and accountability 
of government. Second, that access, and the Access to Information Act, is itself a 
pillar of democracy.” 
 

The Hon. Irwin Cotler, Minister of Justice, April 5, 2005 
Standing Committee on Access to Information, Privacy and Ethics 
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Canada currently has freedom of information legislation at the federal level as well as in ten 
provinces and two territories. Yet as this study shows, more than twenty years after the nation’s 
first law establishing the public’s right to know, attitudes of “why do you want to know?” and 
“why should we tell you?” prevail in many departments and ministries at all levels of 
government.  
One might expect Canada’s federal and provincial access laws to encourage greater 
accountability and transparency in government operations.  However, the Canadian Newspaper 
Association (CNA) National Freedom of Information (FOI) Audit illustrates that government 
officials cannot be unequivocally relied on to release public information.  Indeed, our study 
suggests that there are troubling gaps between the letter of freedom of information laws and the 
actual release of information to the public.  
CNA's first national FOI audit exercise achieved an impact well beyond what was initially 
anticipated. Unconventionally, reporting on the audit and the audit results themselves were 
combined in one package of newspaper stories. In an extraordinary collaboration among 
newspapers and ownership groups that typically see themselves as competitors, the same 
package of stories was distributed and published nationally, in some cases with the bylines of 
reporters from competing newspaper groups appearing in major papers in the same city.  
This resulted in saturation coverage, achieving one of the audit’s primary goals, which was to 
build public awareness of the state of FOI in Canada. With over 200 newspaper reports, 
numerous radio interviews and a nationally broadcast CBC Radio prime time segment devoted to 
this issue, more than two thirds of adult Canadian newspaper readers were exposed to the results 
of the CNA survey within a week of its first appearance. This is in addition to substantial 
political reaction, detailed in the section of this report entitled Conclusion and Postscript. 

Rationale 
The CNA has been actively concerned with the state of freedom of information in Canada since 
1997. Reporters and editors with experience in FOI had long complained of governments 
restricting information despite legislative guarantees of access. In order to assess the seriousness 
of the problem, the CNA has set out at various times to gather objective information on the 
health of Canada’s access to information regimes. The National FOI Audit was conducted in this 
context, against the backdrop of earlier academic studies. 
 
In 1998, the CNA commissioned Professor Alasdair Roberts (formerly of Queen’s University’s 
School of Policy Studies and now at Syracuse University) to assess the performance of Canada’s 
access regimes. Relying on interviews with information seekers, his research found a 
deterioration of response times across the country, which he blamed largely on public sector 
restructuring.  He also underlined complaints about what he called “official adversarialism”, 
which he defined as the attempt by elected and non-elected officials to stretch FOI laws in order 
to protect departmental or government interests.  Adversarialism manifests itself in the liberal 
use of exemptions and exclusions, exaggerated fee estimates or neglect of time limits. Professor 
Roberts warned that, without a strong counter-balance, adversarialism can completely undermine 
the principle of openness.    
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The following year, the CNA sponsored another research project by Professor Roberts focusing 
on federal FOI.  His research this time was based largely on a review of data collected by federal 
departments.  He found that methods of handling requests had changed significantly over the 
previous five years, that federal institutions were taking longer to process them, and that fewer 
requests were likely to result in disclosure.  “Evidence of deteriorating compliance,” Professor 
Roberts wrote, “suggests that a reassessment of the methods used to enforce the Access to 
Information Act is needed.”1   
 
The purpose of the CNA’s National FOI Audit was twofold: one, to develop a record of 
performance data to provide a benchmark with which to monitor improvements or deteriorations 
over time, and secondly to frame the issue in such a way that the Canadian public could 
understand what is at stake for the public interest. 
 
In this regard, it was established early on that the information sought in this exercise should be as 
innocuous as possible, so that any refusals to provide it would not be questionable. The 
anticipated response among readers learning about denials of access should not be “so what?” or 
“no surprise there!” but rather, “why on earth would they want to keep that information secret?” 
The incongruity of insistence on secrecy over such mundane matters as road repair schedules or 
classroom sizes would underscore the point.   

Objectives and Methodology 
The National FOI Audit project arose from a proposal presented by CNA Public Affairs to the 
CNA Board in June 2004 to gather benchmarking data to measure improvements or deterioration 
in FOI compliance over time. Publishers representing major newspaper groups assigned senior 
editorial leaders to form a “FOI Working Group.”  This working group, led by CNA’s Vice 
President of Public Affairs, convened in September and held meetings via teleconference 
through December 2004 to determine the scope and methodology of the project. The Working 
Group discussed a number of approaches before settling on the audit technique.  
 
FOI auditing is an established technique applied by FOI advocacy groups in the U.S. and 
actively promoted by the Society of Professional Journalists.  Its use has been credited with 
improved compliance with existing laws as well as legislative change in some cases. The 
Working Group assigned subcommittees to adapt this technique to Canadian conditions. Final 
materials were developed in January 2005, and an invitation was extended to CNA member 
newspapers to participate, which 45 newspapers accepted. While the majority was located in 
Ontario, all ten provinces were represented. No territorial newspapers participated and in 
consequence, territorial FOI was not tested. 
 
89 reporters, acting as ordinary members of the public (“requesters”), conducted the audit over a 
two-month period from February to April of 2005.  Information requests were made to federal, 
provincial, and municipal governments and agencies. On some occasions requesters were 
eventually required to identify themselves as reporters.  In most cases, at least initially, they 
made requests as members of the general public.  Requests were first made verbally and in 
person and, in a second phase, in writing.   
                                                 
1 These studies are available for review on the CNA website at www.cna-acj.ca. 
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The information gathered was collated and analyzed by a team of editors and journalists 
reporting to the FOI Working Group. As mentioned earlier, the format for the release of the 
results was unconventional. Rather than produce a report from the data which would 
subsequently be written up by journalists, instead two journalists and the CNA Public Affairs 
team worked directly with the data to produce news stories that presented and discussed the 
results. A third analysis piece was also commissioned. These three stories, with accompanying 
graphics, were reviewed by the Working Group and then released by CNA for national 
distribution. The results of the audit were to be published simultaneously by all participating 
newspapers over a period of days, beginning May 28, 2005.  Local stories by participating 
reporters accompanied the national results, enabling each newspaper to craft its own coverage of 
this issue. The report presented here was prepared in June 2005, following termination of the 
study and the first release of findings. 
 
To help prepare all participants for the audit process, the FOI Working Group prepared a User 
Guide which set out the study’s rationale, methods, timetable, coordination framework, and 
contact points for audit administrators.  The document also included advice on how to conduct an 
information request, how to record the results, and some sample FOI Report Forms.  Journalists 
initially made their requests as private citizens because the test was to see how hard it is for the 
public to get answers to innocuous questions about everyday government activities that affect the 
daily lives of individuals. 
 
The following points were emphasized in the guidelines: 
 

1. Participants were asked to be discreet about the occurrence of the audit itself during the 
time it was underway.  Cases have been reported in which word got out about similar 
audits in some U.S. States, and clerks in these States spread the word between counties 
that an audit was underway. 

2. If any of the reporters were asked to identify themselves or the purpose of their request it 
was suggested that they reply with “Do you have to know that before you can help me?” 

3. Should the answer to that question be “yes”, then the reporter could follow with “I don’t 
believe that is required by the Access law.” 

4. Those requesting information were instructed not to lie about the audit if directly 
challenged or confronted.  Someone might recognize the reporter or guess the nature of 
the exercise but, in either case, the request was to be explained as a simple request for 
information as permitted under FOI law. 

5. Regarding any further questions about place of work or specifics of purpose for 
information, the same approach as previously recommended was advised; if pressed, 
reporters could acknowledge they were employed by a newspaper and that the 
information was for a story they were working on. 

6. In response to any reasons given for delays, reporters were to schedule a follow-up 
request or ask about the timeline for fulfilling the initial request.  Criteria for timeliness 
were provided (5 working days for verbal requests and 30 days for written FOI requests) 
and, if these were not met, the request was to be deemed non-responsive.   
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The FOI Report forms included space for requesters to enter anecdotal detail of their 
experiences. This information was particularly useful in developing qualitative – as opposed to 
purely statistical – assessments of the FOI system from the user’s perspective. 

Information Requests to Local and Regional Governments 
There were two phases to the request process for local and regional governments. 
 
Phase 1 consisted of in-person requests.  A standard set of questions (presented in the next 
section of this Report) was designed to test and compare over-the-counter responses at school 
boards, police forces, municipal governments and public health boards.  These questions were 
very simple and, as explained elsewhere, were directed at topics that readers could relate to, such 
as school class sizes, restaurant inspections, or agency budgets.  This phase was scheduled to 
begin on Monday, February 7. Five working days were considered sufficient to produce at least 
partial responses to requests. Requesters filed their first FOI Reports by email to the CNA in the 
form of Excel spreadsheets.2 
 
Phase 2 involved written Access to Information requests.  Any question that had not been 
answered after 5 working days was re-submitted in a written form according to local FOI 
legislation and presented as an Access to Information (ATI) request.  These requests were made 
beginning on Monday, February 14.  After 30 days, the standard statutory limit, the second batch 
of FOI Reports was sent to the CNA.  The Audit Committee then took several weeks to collate 
and analyze the results. 
 
The Audit was designed to produce three global stories that would run nationally, while each 
participating newspaper would also have a window to tell readers about local reporters’ 
experiences.  Newspapers began publishing stories on May 28. Some newspapers filed multiple 
stories about various aspects of the Audit results in different sections of the May 28 paper; others 
did a number of stories on May 28 and on subsequent days focused on follow-up, reactions and 
in some cases pledges of improved performance from local officials in their communities.3  

Information Requests to the Federal Government 
The request process for the Government of Canada, conducted by reporters from three Toronto 
newspapers, and targeting 8 departments, followed identical steps. 
 
Phase 1 consisted of in-person requests to either the Toronto regional offices or Ottawa/Gatineau 
headquarters of the designated federal departments.  As in the case of local and regional 
governments, in-person requests were made beginning in the week of February 7 and one week 
from the time of the request was allowed for responses.  The first FOI Reports were emailed to 
the CNA beginning in the week of February 14. 
 
Phase 2 consisted in written Access-to-Information requests when verbal inquiries were not 
answered.  Requests were submitted beginning in the week of February 14, with 30 days from 

                                                 
2 CNA conducted a preliminary analysis of these results – see Appendix. 
3 Samples of stories produced are provided in the Appendix. 
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the date of the request allowed for compliance.  Beginning March 16, final FOI Reports were 
emailed to the CNA. 

FOI Audit Questions 
The CNA did not embark on an exercise in investigative journalism but rather to assess whether 
private citizens can readily access public information that may be important to decision-making 
in their everyday lives.  The questions posed to public servants centred on “news you can use” 
such as information about municipal services and city neighbourhoods. The Audit also included 
questions to test the transparency of governments at all levels regarding the way taxpayers’ 
dollars are used. 
 
There were four types of questions asked of local and regional governments, in each case 
regarding basic information specific to a particular agency, all covering topics of interest to the 
public but none involving issues of national security or personal confidentiality. 

Public Health 
1. How many tests of drinking water in (this area/region) failed to meet provincial safety 
standards for drinking water in 2004? May I have copies of the test results showing locations and 
dates? 
 
2. Is (local restaurant by name) safe to eat in? How many restaurants violated or failed to comply 
with health and safety standards in 2004, and could you provide a list of them, including all those 
issued charges and warnings? 

Education 
1. What are classroom sizes, grade by grade, at (specific local school) as of Jan. 31? 
2. How many incidents of violence and bullying have been reported at (same local school) to the 
school board since the start of the 2004-2005 school year and how does this compare to the 
average? 

City Hall 
1. When is the city going to repair (a street in your community)? May I have a copy of the 
priority list for road-repair projects in (my city/town) for this year? 
 
2. Can I get a full report of sick days in 2004 for all municipal workers, by department and by 
day of week? How many municipal employees work for the municipality? 

Law Enforcement 
1. How many complaints were filed against the police force in 2004? How many police officers 
received suspensions in 2004 - paid and unpaid - and what were the reasons? 
 
2. How many sick days and how much overtime did police officers log in 2004? 
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Federal Departments 
In the case of the federal government, questions were directed to eight senior departments with 
programs and operations that affect all regions of Canada.  These questions were addressed to the 
following Government of Canada departments: 
 

• Canada Revenue Agency 
• Canadian Heritage 
• Citizenship & Immigration Canada 
• Finance Canada 
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Health Canada 
• Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada 
• Transport Canada 

 
The questions asked were: 
 
1. How much did your department spend in the last budget year (ending March 31, 2004) on sick 
leave and on temporary personnel? 
 
2. Please state the total number of departmental employees and total payroll. 
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Results 
Criteria for assessing results were designed to be kept as simple as possible. The primary test 
was, “Did the requester receive the information requested within the period established for 
compliance, yes or no?” It could be said that in establishing a “National Report Card” comparing 
results across the country, the project went out of its way to be fair to governments from whom 
information was being sought, in that full credit was given in all cases where there was even 
partial release of documents.  
 
A total of 311 questions were posed in the audit exercise.  The experiences of reporters involved 
in the National FOI Audit revealed that whether requests for information are satisfied depends on 
who you are, where you live, what you ask and how much money you are prepared to spend to 
finally get the information you seek.  The Audit also suggests that legislated standards for timely 
responses are rarely respected, regardless of the jurisdiction tested.  

 

In-person vs. written requests 
When requesters first visited various government offices and asked for information in-person, 
two out of every three requests were refused.  When their initial attempts failed, reporters then 
filed formal freedom of information requests, using the appropriate federal, provincial or 
municipal legislation.   
 
Even after filing a formal access request, in a third of cases the information sought was still not 
provided.  In some cases, the deciding factor was how much requesters were willing to spend. In 
Ottawa, for instance, a reporter was told it could take months and more than $1,000 in fees to 
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obtain restaurant inspection records.  In Toronto, such information is not only free of charge, it is 
posted on a website. A total of nine requests were abandoned due to the cost of fees quoted, two 
in the in-person phase and seven in the written FOI phase. 
 
Reporters found it easier to get information when they made it known they work for newspapers, 
a surprising result given that information laws across Canada say the identities of those making 
requests and their reasons for making them should not factor into decisions about the disclosure 
of public records. 
 

 

Different questions, different responses 

The easiest information to obtain was the least controversial.  City Halls released information on 
road repairs to in-person inquiries 48% of the time.  Similarly, about half of the requests for 
information on class sizes were released informally after one or more visits to the public counter 
at school boards.  By comparison, figures on bullying and violence at schools were forthcoming 
in just 38% of cases of in-person requests.  More sensitive issues received poorer response rates.  
Slightly less than one-quarter of informal requests for a restaurant inspection report produced 
results.  None of the requests for the number of sick days taken by police offers was satisfied 
through an in-person visit.   
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Requests released by community size 

Reporters found major discrepancies between large urban centres and small town and rural 
locations.   

 

The results suggest that Canadians in less intensely populated (normally, rural) areas have less 
than a one in four chance of having their questions answered.  The odds are slightly better for 
those living in a bigger town; the likelihood of receiving the requested information increases to 
better than one in three.  The greatest chance of success is to make a formal written request in a 
major city, as two out of three times the information will be provided. 

Many requesters observed that officials at the local level seemed confused and were frequently 
unsure of the rules, sometimes leading to outlandish statements.  As one example, when asked 
for information about water test results in Peterborough, an employee of the district health unit 
responded by saying, “I’m not interested in giving that up” and that “it’s not the health unit’s 
responsibility to release that information.” 

Provincial performance 
Requesters reported that, in all jurisdictions, officials routinely discouraged, delayed, obstructed 
and denied information that, by law, should be released to the public. However, they found 
answers to be more forthcoming in some provinces than others and, with some exceptions, 
generally better in the west than in the east. Response rates were assessed using a yardstick that 
ranged from A (first rate) to F (failure).  Ratings of less than 50% were considered failures; less 
than 60% were accorded a “D.” 
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Newfoundland and Labrador, one of the last Canadian provinces to adopt freedom of information 
legislation, nevertheless received high marks for responding to requests.  In contrast P.E.I., Nova 
Scotia and New Brunswick all received failing grades. The two central provinces were about 
middle of the pack, with Ontario slightly above average and Quebec below average, bordering on 
failure.   
 
Provinces that have newer laws or have updated them recently tended to score better. Manitoba, 
Alberta and British Columbia all amended their Access to Information laws in recent years and 
achieved above average compliance rates.  
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Federal report card 
With just 25% compliance, the federal government received a failing grade.  Of eight requests 
submitted through the Access to Information Act only two saw records released within the 30-day 
statutory period for responses. The other six were deemed non-responsive.  
 
An initial in-person inquiry made at Health Canada’s Ontario regional headquarters on February 
17, 2005 by a reporter resulted in an immediate response from federal officials that it would be 
necessary to file an Access to Information (ATI) request.  The formal request was submitted on 
the same day but there was no follow-up by the department until March 3, when the reporter was 
asked for clarification about the question.  There was no further response to the requester’s 
inquiry beyond that date.  
 
On February 21, 2005, a reporter went to Transport Canada offices in Toronto and was advised 
to return a week later. When the requester complied, she was told she would have to submit a 
formal access request. She sent in the necessary paperwork, along with her $5 fee, by mail on 
March 9. Thirty days later, a response had not been received and it was still outstanding two 
months later. 
 
A Parliamentary bureau reporter went to the Ottawa offices of Finance Canada on March 2, 
2005.  Security staff at the department sent her to the ATI section of Treasury Board which 
shares the same building.  A $5 fee was paid and a formal request filed that same day. On a 
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follow-up visit on March 17 the reporter was told that the department had revised the request, 
splitting it into three parts.  Officials promised to provide the requested documents by April 18 
but the files were still outstanding on publication date (May 28).  
 
The experience was similar at the Canada Revenue Agency headquarters building in Ottawa, 
where a requester made an in-person inquiry on March 2, 2005.  In that case, confused security 
staff eventually summoned someone from ATI who provided a form to be filled out, which the 
reporter immediately completed.  After paying a $5 fee, she was promised a response within five 
days and records within 30.  As of May 28, the requester was still waiting.  
 
Another reporter visited Fisheries and Oceans Canada on February 17, 2005.  The individual was 
not allowed to speak to a receptionist to make an initial request as security guards prevented the 
reporter’s passage. Eventually, the requester connected with a departmental official on March 4, 
who requested a letter of clarification about the information being sought.  After paying a $5 fee 
and providing the required detail in a letter, there was no response to the request for information 
as of May 28. 
 
At Citizenship and Immigration Canada a reporter filed an access to information request on 
February 17, 2005 asking for records indicating how much money the department spent in the 
previous budget year on sick leave and temporary workers.  To date, there has been absolutely no 
response to the request. 
      
One reporter had partial success in receiving the information asked for at Heritage Canada.  She 
tried first at the department’s regional offices in Toronto on February 28, 2005 but was referred 
to headquarters in Gatineau. After paying a $5 fee and submitting a letter requesting the 
information on March 2, she was asked to suspend the formal request for records because of the 
excessive amount of documents the request would produce.  In the end, the information was 
provided in a brief letter, dated April 1 and received on April 5.   
 
The best performance was that of Public Security and Emergency Preparedness Canada.  In this 
instance, after being told by security guards that it would be impossible to enter the building 
without an appointment, the requester was referred to Finance Canada.   The reporter filed an 
ATI request on February 17. Five dollars and forty-three days later, on March 31, there was full 
disclosure of the information requested.  This was the only department that was judged to be 
fully compliant, despite the lateness of the response. 
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Recommendations for change 
The results of the audit point to problems of red tape, poor disclosure, prohibitive fees and non-
compliance with statutory time limits for responses across all levels of government. More than 
simply an exposé on poor service to the public, the results strongly suggest that officials 
routinely evade disclosure of information that is supposed to be public.  Most disturbing, the 
audit strongly suggests that some public servants appear to believe it is acceptable to break 
access to information laws. 
 
In this regard, the audit provides further evidence of a problem that the CNA had previously 
documented through sponsored academic research: the public's right to government information 
that has an impact on the lives of ordinary citizens is in failing health in Canada, and will get 
worse unless Canadians begin fixing it. Below are key areas where the CNA believes urgent 
action is warranted. 

Leadership 
Bureaucracies march to the drum of those who lead them. Bureaucratic culture is determined 
from the top down. Change will not take place without the active engagement of leaders at the 
highest levels of the political system as well as the bureaucracy itself.   
 
At no time in recent memory have issues of transparency and accountability in government 
occupied a more prominent place in national debate than today. Canada’s sponsorship scandal 
has driven calls for comprehensive reforms to provide Canadians with greater accountability 
through more transparency in the conduct of government business.  
 
The sponsorship affair has been variously blamed for lowering the confidence of Canadian 
citizens in their political leadership and in their government. Every national political party that 
competed for power in the last federal election made promises to increase transparency and 
accountability, including the party that was elected to office with a plurality of seats in 
Parliament. In so doing, they each responded in their own way to a groundswell of concern from 
the Canadian public. 
 
This thirst for accountability is not confined to the federal domain. Pressures to widen the ambit 
of FOI have already made themselves felt in several Canadian provinces. As an example, the 
Ontario government has recently announced plans to expand freedom of information to embrace 
non-governmental recipients of government funds, beginning with the province’s universities. 
 
It is vital that political actors at all levels take the lead in insisting that governments improve FOI 
compliance, and that FOI laws be toughened or modernized as required. 

Broaden awareness 
Educational programs on access to information law, geared to the general public, are needed both 
to counter the inappropriate actions of government personnel who flout freedom of information 
legislation as well as to make Canadians more aware of their rights. Canadians need to know that 
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they are entitled to access to public information in a timely and inexpensive way. Public 
information campaigns are a useful first step. 

Training 
The audit found that many government employees simply do not know the substance of their 
government’s freedom of information laws.  This can only be rectified with comprehensive 
training.   
 
Every public employee who deals with public inquiries should be familiar with the process of 
dealing with access to information requests. All employees who must process such requests 
should receive training that includes the basic law and regulations regarding freedom of 
information.  The training should involve procedures for vetting requests and complying with the 
release requirements.  Some parts of each jurisdiction’s public information repositories are 
subject to access to information provisions, while some are not.  It is essential that employees 
know which requests they can and must fulfill, and which they cannot.  It is also vital they know 
why certain requests are not actionable.  Part of the information being sought may be restricted, 
but part of it may also be located elsewhere, and therefore accessible by some other individual or 
group within the government.   
 
In all cases the onus of training should be to ensure that FOI is delivered like any other public 
service – with an emphasis on ensuring “customer satisfaction.” It would be unacceptable if a 
third of Canadians who legitimately claimed employment insurance failed to receive payments 
months and months after filling out the appropriate forms. Whether it’s the Passport Office, EI, 
or even Revenue Canada, most government departments pride themselves on their ability to meet 
high standards of service delivery.  
 
FOI should be no different. 

Performance management 
Canada currently has a complaints-driven process whereby if a request for information is 
responded to in any way and does not generate a complaint, the assumption on the part of 
government officials is that the request was satisfied.  This oddity is exemplified by New 
Brunswick’s official statistics, which clash with the audit’s findings. New Brunswick was one of 
the provinces that failed to adequately respond to questions in the survey yet the government’s 
official statistics show a 98.8% success rate in handling freedom of information requests. 
 
If access to information is to be guaranteed, as required by law, the culture of government 
information handling and records management will have to be transformed.  This will require 
substantial changes in priorities, policies and programs, with a particular focus on results, 
benchmarking performance, and a commitment to continuous improvement.   
 
Benchmarking is the management practice of adopting a “best practice” for a process or goal, 
and then comparing performance against that standard.  Performance benchmarking and 
standards of excellence, along the lines of the Auditor General’s performance audits, could help 
to address problems identified in the audit.   
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Sometimes performance temporarily improves in the wake of embarrassing revelations, only to 
revert to sub-standard levels some time thereafter.  The knowledge that governments will 
consistently and aggressively conduct performance audits to ensure that FOI compliance meets 
the highest possible standards will assist substantially in motivating individuals and departments 
to improve. We therefore recommend that benchmarking, performance audits and standards of 
excellence be rigorously applied to FOI regimes in provinces, territories and at the federal level.  

Conclusion and Postscript 
Editorial writers for the Montreal Gazette reminded readers in publishing the audit’s findings 
that “Canadians are citizens with rights, not nuisances to be fobbed off with officious excuses.” 
 
The findings of CNA's first National Freedom of Information Audit suggest, unfortunately, that 
the public’s right to know does not enjoy the respect that it requires to be truly functional in a 
democratic society. 
 
The CNA has outlined some proposals to address the systemic challenges uncovered in our audit 
exercise. It is up to the political leaders of this country to act on them. 

Postscript 
The publication on May 28, 2005 of the results of CNA's National FOI Audit created a national 
sensation and led to numerous reactions, some of which we will list here.  
 

1) Federal Justice Minister promises to bring in reforms to modernize federal Access to 
Information law – June 2, 2005; 

2) Federal Opposition Leader Stephen Harper issues strong statement endorsing CNA 
positions on FOI reform – June 13, 2005; 

3) CNA FOI Audit results discussed in Parliament – June 15, 2005; 
4) CNA summoned as witness to report on FOI Audit and federal government FOI 

performance before House of Commons Committee on Access to Information, Privacy 
and Ethics, June 16, 2005; 

5) New Brunswick orders review of provincial FOI after province fails CNA audit; 
6) City of Fredericton orders “communications strategy” to be developed to ensure FOI is 

respected; 
7) Mayor of Sarnia, Ontario, writes letter to Ontario Premier to urge FOI reform and obtains 

pledge from provincial government that the matter will be taken up. 
8) Saskatchewan FOI Commissioner calls for reform of provincial legislation, describing 

FOI laws as “in tatters” after province scores failing grade on CNA audit. 
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Appendix 
1. National FOI Audit Stories 
 
More than 200 stories about the CNA FOI Audit (including follow-up) appeared in Canadian 
newspapers over the course of a little more than a week. For clarity, this number includes 
repetitions of the three national stories in newspapers across the country. According to industry 
standards for measuring exposure, more two thirds of the universe of adult Canadian readers 18-
49 will have seen stories about the CNA freedom of information audit in the week results were 
published. The three stories that are reproduced here are the national stories prepared for 
distribution across the country. In most cases, these were complimented by stories from local 
reporters documenting their experiences in dealing with FOI requests in the audit exercise. 
Further on in the Appendix we provide samples of FOI coverage in some of these papers. 
 
 
A 'culture of secrecy' blocks public access to information: Government 
data released in just one-third of cases, audit finds 
The Ottawa Citizen  
Saturday, May 28, 2005  
Page: A1 / FRONT  
Section: News  
Byline: Robert Cribb and Fred Vallance-Jones  
Source: The Ottawa Citizen  

Canadians seeking basic government information about class sizes, restaurant inspections or 
complaints against police are up against a culture of secrecy, a national audit of openness shows.  

In the country's first-ever practical test of transparency, 89 reporters from 45 newspapers across 
Canada visited city halls, police forces, school boards and federal government offices to test how 
bureaucrats obey laws enshrining the public's right to know.  

"The public's right to government information that has impact on our lives is in failing health, 
and will get worse unless we start fixing it," said Anne Kothawala, president and chief executive 
of the Canadian Newspaper Association, which launched the audit. "This is documentary 
evidence of something that newspapers have long suspected to be a fact."  

Reporters found a confusing patchwork of policies across the country, ranging from poor 
disclosure in provinces such as Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick, to a surprising 93-
per-cent disclosure in Alberta.  

Overall, officials handed over records to just one in every three requests made in person. The rest 
remained locked in government filing cabinets as reporters were told they had to file time-
consuming -- and often expensive -- formal requests under provincial or federal access laws.  
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Jutta Mason knows only too well the frustrating labyrinth of information laws. Concerned about 
the lack of maintenance at a park in her west-end Toronto neighbourhood, she and others in her 
community began asking for an accounting of the city's parks budget more than two years ago.  

Ms. Mason wanted to know how the department spends money, why some playground 
equipment was being removed, and why there never seemed to be any money to pave the 
pathways where baby strollers, bikes and wheelchairs get stuck in the mud.  

At city hall, they were told they would have to file a Freedom of Information request. They've 
filed several requests since 2003. But most of their questions remain unanswered, says Ms. 
Mason.  

Government freedom of information laws were created to recognize that ordinary citizens, as 
taxpayers, have the right to get answers to reasonable questions about what their governments 
are up to. There are some exceptions, such as national security, cabinet confidence and personal 
privacy, and specific regulations do vary from province to province and across different levels of 
government, but in general, the public is entitled to ask for, and get, access to government 
information.  

Most formal information requests -- more than three-quarters -- are filed by citizens and 
businesses, federal statistics show. Media requests account for about 10 per cent and other 
organizations, such as labour unions, file close to 15 per cent.  

In January, the city sent Ms. Mason a bill of $12,960 for access to records of city spending on 
playground repairs. Ms. Mason made a formal appeal to have the fee waived in the public 
interest. The city denied that appeal last month.  

"I've been stonewalled repeatedly," says Ms. Mason. "The fact is, they really have been 
remarkably unco-operative. With massive amounts of effort, you get pretty small results. But you 
have to get so skilful at asking the questions. If you're just starting out, you're up the creek. You 
get frustrated and give up."  

Suzanne Craig, director of access and privacy with the City of Toronto, said the high fee 
demanded for the records reflects the workload it places on staff.  

"This is an example of someone wanting to get information and an example of our organization 
following what we have in place," she said. "I put myself in the position of any citizen. Anyone 
who knows the legislation hopes that life can be breathed into it."  

Ms. Mason's experience was typical of the findings from the Canadian Newspaper Association's 
national audit, made public today.  

To test how bureaucrats administer freedom of information laws, the reporters, acting as private 
citizens, sought public records on such routine information as school bullying incidents to road 
repair schedules.  
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Government clerks handed over records in only 32 per cent of in-person visits. Even when the 
reporters then filed formal access requests, only 62 per cent of the requests were eventually 
partially released.  

As is the case with many citizens who attempt to navigate the complicated and often adversarial 
process of obtaining public records, reporters were confronted with an array of barriers, from 
fees that reached into the thousands of dollars, to bureaucratic intransigence, to outright denials.  

"There's still a very strong culture of secrecy in these organizations," says federal Information 
Commissioner John Reid. "They all run on the basis of loyalty and that means not rocking the 
boat."  

The picture varied across the country. If you live in Prince Edward Island, you face a particularly 
high resistance to disclosing government information, the audit shows. Reporters were 
unsuccessful in seven of nine attempts to obtain public information on school violence, police 
conduct or road repairs. Two requests were abandoned when high fees were demanded.  

"There must be an easier way to get information that I would think, as both a parent and a 
reporter, should be available," said one P.E.I. reporter who failed to obtain records on class sizes 
and incidents of bullying from one of the province's school boards.  

"First getting questioned at the school board office about why I wanted the information, then 
leaving my name and getting no reply and calling again looking for the appropriate person to get 
me the information I wanted, right down to the (formal) request allegedly going astray."  

Alan Kennedy, superintendent of P.E.I.'s Western School Board, says his board tries to be 
responsive to questions about class sizes.  

"I would like to know why you want it. You have to understand the context of school class 
sizes," he says. "But we try to provide that information."  

If you're looking for information on how many police officers have been suspended for 
misconduct in New Brunswick, best of luck. A police official in Fredericton refused to release 
information on the basis that "it isn't going to make us look very good."  

A New Brunswick Police Commission official later told a reporter that such information is 
confidential, adding: "I am not prepared, and the commission is not prepared, to give that 
information out." Your chances of accessing public records are dramatically better if you live in 
Alberta, where at least some information was provided in 93 per cent of cases. Manitoba officials 
were almost as forthcoming, releasing at least some records in 87.5 per cent of requests.  

The greater openness in western Canada is partly a function of newer laws and greater support 
among top officials and politicians, says Mr. Reid.  

"The western provinces have this concept of populism and whatnot, and that pays off in terms of 
making things available,"  
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The results show that provinces that fared poorly in the audit -- such as P.E.I., Nova Scotia and 
New Brunswick -- are choosing the most expensive way of handling public disclosure of records, 
says Mr. Reid. It is far cheaper to release records routinely than to process formal requests under 
the information laws.  

"It tells you that Alberta and Manitoba are running very efficient systems and, so therefore, their 
costs are going to be significantly lower. And Prince Edward Island has opted for the most 
expensive process. ... The way you make it more efficient is by answering people's questions."  

Inconsistencies in how officials followed disclosure rules were evident even within provinces. In 
Ottawa, for example, a reporter was told it could take months and more than $1,000 in fees to 
obtain restaurant inspection records. In Toronto, such information is posted on a website.  

Of eight requests submitted to federal departments, all through the Access to Information Act, 
only two saw records released within the 30-day statutory period for responses. The other six 
agencies didn't reply.  

According to the audit, the easiest information to obtain was the least controversial. About half 
of the requests for information on road repairs and class sizes were released informally after one 
or more visits to the public counter at city halls and school boards. On the other hand, slightly 
less than one-quarter of informal requests for a restaurant inspection report got results. And none 
of the requests for the number of sick days taken by police officers was satisfied through an 
informal visit.  

When the informal route didn't work, reporters filed formal freedom of information requests, 
using the appropriate federal, provincial or municipal legislation.  

That increased the success rate. But still, less than half of the requests for information on police 
sick days resulted in the release of any information. Even the least controversial requests, for 
road repair information and class sizes, were ultimately unsuccessful one-quarter of the time.  

Among the audit findings that surprised Mr. Reid was the degree of questioning officials directed 
at people requesting information, including who they were and why they wanted it.  

Information laws across the country say the identities of those making the requests -- and their 
reasons for wanting information -- should not factor into decisions about disclosure of public 
records.  

"It raises a big flag for me," he says. "There may well be some backside protection going on 
here... Everybody's law says you're supposed to get it without question. It doesn't matter who you 
are...The office is there to serve you, not the other way around." The results also reveal 
differences in compliance between rural and urban areas. Reporters working for papers in small 
centres and rural areas (weekly circulations of less than 100,000), for example, got their 
information only 47 per cent of the time. Those from papers in towns, with weekly circulations 
of 100,000 to 500,000, were successful 65 per cent of the time. Those from larger city papers, 
with weekly circulations of 500,000 to one million, got records 87 per cent of the time.  
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The six largest papers, with weekly circulations in excess of one million, got records 57 per cent 
of the time, but that average was influenced by a relative lack of success with requests to federal 
agencies, which were handled by the largest papers.  

Robert Cribb, a reporter for the Toronto Star, and Fred Vallance-Jones, a reporter for the 
Hamilton Spectator, wrote this story for the 45 newspapers across the country that participated in 
the audit.  

- - -  

About the Report  

This Freedom of Information audit, the first of its kind, is the result of a collaboration of 
newspapers across Canada under the umbrella of the Canadian Newspaper Association. In total, 
89 reporters from 45 newspapers requested information from government offices in an effort to 
determine how well officials were following the laws that give the public the right to know.  

For more on the findings, see the Observer, pages B1, 2.  

 
Excuses, denials, hostility; Some public servants unsure of access rules 
The Toronto Star  
Saturday, May 28, 2005  
Page: F1  
Section: National Report  
Byline: Robert Cribb  
Source: Toronto Star  

In Kingston, a public health employee tells a person requesting restaurant inspection records that 
he'll have to go to court first.  

A citizen asking for information on municipal employee sick days in Edmonton is told such 
records are private.  

City officials in Summerside, P.E.I., decide information about police complaints and suspensions 
cannot be released to the public.  

In Peterborough, a request for water test results inspires an official to declare "I'm not interested 
in giving that up."  

Time and time again, requests for public records in the country's first national audit of 
government openness were met with denials, excuses and, in some cases, outright hostility. Yet, 
in each case the information was supposed to be readily available.  
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Reporters, who asked for public information as private citizens, faced many barriers in their 
attempts to access records documenting everything from government spending to schoolyard 
bullying to police conduct.  

Among the most common challenges were  

• Outright denials of information that should be routinely available.  
• High fees for accessing records that should be available for free or at nominal cost.  
• A bureaucratic maze of unanswered calls and unhelpful officials.  
• A lack of understanding in many government agencies about public disclosure 

responsibilities.  
• Officials demanding, contrary to law, to know the requester's identity and purpose for 

requesting the records before agreeing to release them.  

Municipal records of restaurant inspection records were among the most difficult to obtain.  

In Ottawa, a request for the names of restaurants that had violated health and safety standards 
prompted officials there to calculate a detailed price for the information $1,367.50. In 
Charlottetown, the same question produced a fee estimate of $850. Saskatoon public health 
officials rebuffed the question, saying it was only available to those who could provide evidence 
that they were purchasing the restaurant.  

And in Kingston, a city official said the information would not be released without a judge's 
subpoena.  

Tony Button, director of administrative services for the Kingston area health unit, says 
subpoenas are not required to access eatery inspection records.  

"Whoever (said) you need a subpoena is completely wrong," he says. "You need to make a 
request under (freedom of information law) and the issue can be resolved pretty quickly."  

In all, only 23 per cent of requesters received restaurant information on their first visit to a 
municipal department. That figure rose to 49 per cent after requesters filed a formal freedom of 
information request.  

By contrast, restaurant inspection information is freely posted for diners in Toronto on a city 
website and in eatery windows - a public disclosure system that launched in 2001 following a 
Toronto Star investigation into secrecy around food safety inspection records.  

Law enforcement records were also difficult to obtain, according to audit results.  

Only 28 per cent of visits to police stations across the country turned up records on police 
complaints and suspensions. Formal written requests lifted that figure to just more than 60 per 
cent. No police department would provide data on officer sick days when requesters first asked 
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for the records. After reporters filed official requests, the records were released in 47 per cent of 
cases.  

When a request for records of police complaints and suspensions was denied in Summerside, 
P.E.I., a reporter filed a formal written request for the information along with a $5 application 
fee.  

The city's written response was categorical "Please be advised that the municipality of the City of 
Summerside and its departments, including Summerside Police Services, are not covered by this 
Act or its regulations, and, therefore, we are not required to release the information you 
requested."  

That response may reflect unfamiliarity with the law, which took effect in 2002. But experts say 
police records of this nature have a strong public interest and should be made available under 
routine disclosure policies.  

Summerside Police Chief Ian Drummond says he didn't have a problem releasing the 
information, but was overruled by a city attorney.  

"The (city) attorney had some hesitation on releasing that information and in what context it 
would be used."  

P.E.I. fared worst in the national audit with all nine requests for records denied.  

"It's just new here," Drummond says. "Maybe that has something to do with the hesitancy. Once 
we have more experience, we should catch up."  

City of Victoria police grilled a reporter looking for complaint and suspension information, 
asking what she intended to do with it and why.  

"The general attitude that you get is that you have no right to this," says Judith Lavoie, the 
Victoria journalist who made the request. "You're made to feel very unwelcome."  

Deborah Taylor, an analyst with Victoria Police Department's freedom of information branch, 
says the level of personal information requested determines what can be released.  

"All the information would have to be presented before a decision could be made."  

According to information laws in Canada, the identity of applicants is not relevant to the release 
of public records.  

But many government officials don't understand that, says John Reid, the country's federal 
Information Commissioner.  

"Governments don't spend any time or energy or money training people. (Bureaucrats) don't 
understand the legislation and don't understand the processes."  
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Requests for water test results also met a bureaucratic brick wall in most areas of Canada.  

Only 34 per cent of applicants obtained any information on a visit to government offices. That 
rose to 59 per cent following formal requests.  

Officials with Ontario's Haliburton Kawartha Pine Ridge District Health Unit told a reporter that 
water quality tests for the region are private and cannot be released to the public.  

"I asked for the public results and (an official) said, 'I could possibly get (a) summary of 
information, but I'm not interested in giving that up,'" recalls Steve Ladurantaye, city editor of 
The Peterborough Examiner, who posed the question as a private citizen and later attempted to 
file a formal request to obtain the records.  

"(An employee) told me that she would not accept the (written request), and it's not the health 
unit's responsibility to release that information to me. I asked repeatedly why I couldn't file a 
request. She had no answer other than, 'I couldn't.'"  

Chandra Tremblay, a spokesperson for the health unit, says the incident stems from confusion.  

Water test results are public in the region, northeast of Toronto. But the records are maintained 
by local municipalities rather than the region.  

"It was probably a misunderstanding of someone not knowing what can or cannot be done," she 
says. "We don't keep that information but we refer people to where they can get it." "It's probably 
(a staff person) who wasn't familiar with that, which is unfortunate."  

Culture of Secrecy: FOI 
The Ottawa Citizen 
Saturday, May 28, 2005 
Page: B1 / FRONT 
Section: Saturday Observer 
Byline: Ian Macleod 
Column: Ian Macleod 
Source: The Ottawa Citizen 
 
The public's right to government information is a farce because of political interference and the 
culture of secrecy within bureaucracies, say leading access experts. 
 
"We need to back up and look at this in another light. Freedom of information is really not 
working," says Darrell Evans, of the B.C. Freedom of Information and Privacy Association. 
 
Public interest researcher Ken Rubin, one of Canada's top access practitioners, says governments 
are so adept at undermining access laws, only drastic action can narrow the gap between what 
citizens are entitled to and what governments actually disclose. 
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"To yank this whole system, you have to start anew or have a great crisis," he says. 
The principle of freedom of information is straightforward: government information -- public 
information -- belongs to the public. Unless governments have a good reason to conceal it, for 
example harm to national security or personal privacy, people are entitled to get answers to 
reasonable questions about what their governments are up to. Instead, hidden and highly 
sophisticated government countermeasures are subverting access laws altogether or turning 
requests for information into frustrating, time-consuming and expensive ordeals. 
 
The extent to which officials are ignoring even the spirit of the law is evident in the Canadian 
Newspaper Association audit: the law had to be invoked in more of than a third of the cases 
before the information was handed over. 
 
Government secrecy is driven by two key groups. Bureaucrats, traditionally sheltered from 
public probing, often worry that releasing information will complicate their lives. It invites 
scrutiny of their competency. And it could compel them to defend publicly why they have, or 
have not, done something. "Very often the reluctance to release information is rooted just in that 
or the uncertainty about what might happen if they release information. It's all about 
accountability and accountability is hard work," says Alasdair Roberts, a Canadian access expert 
at the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs at Syracuse University. 
 
Likewise, government politicians want to hide all but the most filtered and managed information. 
Consider: The first evidence of the federal sponsorship scandal resulted from the dogged 
application of the federal Access to Information Act by Globe and Mail reporters seeking basic 
information about how the federal program operated in Quebec. It could be argued that 
ultimately the access system worked, despite efforts of officials to block it.  
 
But, "if officials are asking, 'why do you need to know?,' or acting as though that's what's 
motivating them, they've completely missed the point of the law," says Mr. Roberts. "The point 
is supposed to be, 'why shouldn't I give this information out?'" 
 
A government wide surveillance system exists to protect the political interests of their bosses 
from the public's right to know. A Toronto Star investigation by reporter Ann Rees into how 
governments handle information requests revealed public requests for sensitive federal 
information are flagged, often with colour-coded designations -- amber light, red files, purple 
folders -- to determine whether it should be sent for closer scrutiny by both communications 
offices and ministers' political staff. 
 
 The former Ontario Conservative government had a similar surveillance operation, called the 
"contentious issues track." Politically neutral requests followed established protocol. Politically 
sensitive requests were sidetracked into a communications process designed to protect the 
government's political interest. At least 600 such requests were diverted into the contentious 
issues system in 2002. 
 
The federal Public Works Department's access-to-information co-ordinator who handled some of 
the Globe's access requests told the Gomery inquiry in December she received directions from 
communications branch officials in 2000 that would have prevented release of highly damaging 
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records. Anita Lloyd defied her superiors to comply with the law and release records that 
exposed the Liberal government's questionable sponsorship program. 
Only 49 of 246 Crown agencies and corporations, collectively managing about $70 billion in 
public assets, are subject to the Access to Information Act. Those excluded include Canada Post, 
Canadian Blood Services and the new Nuclear Waste Management Organization. Private firms 
contracted to do government work also are not covered by federal access laws. Yet they are 
bound by federal secrecy laws. 
 
In 2002, Nova Scotia raised the basic fee for making a request to $25 from $5. Requests fell by 
27 per cent. The number of applications processed in the allotted 30-day time period also fell. 
 
Federal Information Commissioner John Reid warns that government scrutiny and accountability 
are threatened by an epidemic of missing memos. For example, Sun Media reporter Greg Weston 
found government bureaucrats exchanging e-mails headed with "RAD" -- read-and-delete -- 
directives to thwart the public's right to know what is going on in high places and why. It is also 
increasingly common practice for bureaucrats not to keep detailed written records of many 
departmental meetings, says Mr. Rubin. 
 
Municipal officials routinely deny requests for restaurant health inspection reports, drinking 
water test results and other basic information affecting people's daily lives. "You tend to have 
people doing it off the side of their desk and they're amateurs and very often their first instinct is 
to say no, it's just easier," says Ms. Rees. 
 
The federal government replaced the antiquated Official Secrets Act with the Security of 
Information Act in 2001. Public servants and government contractors are permanently bound to 
secrecy regarding "special operation information," defined as any information the federal 
government is taking "measures to safeguard." In other words, whatever the government says is 
national security information is national security information. 
Secrecy has been a default rule of government operations for centuries, says Mr. Roberts. 
 
Revolutions in England (1688) and France (1789) slowly overturned the absolute rule of 
monarchs and ushered in rights to free speech and the legislative process of lawmaking was 
opened to public scrutiny. But within the bowels of the bureaucracy, secrecy was still very much 
the rule, Mr. Roberts writes in a new book, Blacked Out: Government Secrecy in the Information 
Age, to be published in November. 
 
As modern governments expanded their operations and reach, government "clerks" evolved into 
bureaucrats, with extraordinary new powers to shape the content of government policy. Realizing 
the tremendous power that lies within bureaucracies, laws were slowly enacted in western 
democracies to open them to public scrutiny. Today, 59 countries have adopted right to 
information statutes. 
 
But powerful political forces continue to promote and enforce secrecy. The consequences of that, 
of not knowing what government is up to, is greater government waste, unsafe and shoddy 
products and a poorer environment, among other things, says Mr. Rubin. Moreover, democracy 
is harmed. 
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"If those in power hoard information," says Mr. Evans, "then it's truly only for the elite and 
citizens will never have the kind of knowledge they need to be full citizens." 
 
Copyright © 1985 to 2004 CanWest Interactive Inc. or its licensors. All rights reserved. Reprinted with the 
permission of CanWest Interactive Inc. Any further reproduction or reprinting requires the permission of 
CanWest Interactive Inc.  
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in any 
manner 

Total 
parti
ally 
relea
sed 

Numbe
r 
where 
some 
info 
release
d at 
both 
stages 

Percent 
full 
disclosur
e FOI 

Percent 
partial 
disclosu
re FOI 

City Hall 
Road 
Repairs 

42 11 11 20 48% 2 5 21 11 4 36% 74% 3 3   31 4 4 26.2% 9.5% 

City Hall 
Sick Days 
& # of 
Employee
s 

48 13 19 16 33% 4 3 33 11 9 42% 67% 7 4 1 32 9 4 22.9% 18.8% 

Educatio
n 
Bullying 
& 
Violence 

37 12 11 14 38% 3 4 23 6 6 32% 65% 7 4   24 5 2 16.2% 16.2% 

Educatio
n 
Classroo
m Sizes 

41 15 6 20 49% 4 3 20 10 4 34% 76% 1 5   31 5 3 24.4% 9.8% 

Law 
Enforcem
ent 
Complain
ts & 
Suspensio
ns 

36 18 8 10 28% 4 2 25 12 3 42% 61% 5 5   22 3 3 33.3% 8.3% 

Law 
Enforcem
ent Sick 
Days 

32 19 13 0 0% 4   28 13 2 47% 47% 8 5   15 2   40.6% 6.3% 

Public 
Health 
Restaura
nt Safety 

35 13 14 8 23% 3   27 7 5 34% 49% 3 7 5 17 7 3 20.0% 14.3% 

Public 
Health 
Water 
Testing 

32 16 5 11 34% 4 3 19 6 3 28% 59% 3 6 1 19 2 1 18.8% 9.4% 

Sick 
Leave & 
Tempora
ry 
Personnel 
(federal) 

8 8     0%     8 2   25% 25%  6   2   25.0% 0.0% 

Total 311 125 87 99 32% 28 20 204 78 36 37% 62% 37 45 7 193 37 20 25.1% 11.6% 



 

3. Preliminary Report on Phase 1 
The following report is based on the “notes” section of the FOI report forms. It was prepared for 
the FOI Working Group by Paul Egan, Winnipeg Free Press. 
 
Lots of buck-passing and a strong tendency by public officials – from the clerk right up to 
department directors – to want to know why public information is being sought before they will 
release it. 
 
Here are some numbers on recurrence of various responses. After the type of response is listed 
the number of separate times it was mentioned in the notes column.  
 

• Wanted to know why information was sought: 79 
• Wanted to know who was asking or who they represented: 63 
• Passed off to a phone number: 34 
• Told to file FOI: 31 
• Told report does not exist: 28 
• Person needed not in/available: 27 
• Asked/told to make written request (not necessarily a formal FOI): 25 
• Referred to another office/department: 23 
• Told information is private/confidential: 18 
• Information not releasable (though not necessarily citing privacy/confidentiality): 17 
• Report not complete/ready: 17 
• Told to wait days/weeks: 16 
• Referred to Internet: 13 
• Person telephoned never called back: 10 
• Report not approved by police board/council: 9 
• Would not provide records to back up verbal response: 5 
• Told to await cost estimate: 4 
• Told to make an appointment: 4 
• Referred to public library: 1 
• Told getting information would be too much work: 1 
• Stopped by security: 1 
• Told to get a letter from a lawyer: 1 
• And (my personal favourite): Told to “subpoena” information: 1 

 
I counted five instances in which significant FOI costs were cited as a possible deterrent to 
requesting the information. 
 
Also, 41 instances in which the person seeking the information was “outed” as a reporter, which 
says something about the level of information the public agencies were seeking from those 
requesting the information. 
 
It’s also interesting to note the reporters’ descriptions of the public officials’ responses. 
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There were 12 references to “helpful” and five to “friendly,” but the reporters also found the 
officials they encountered to be: “angry” (twice); “annoyed” (twice); and “suspicious” (twice), as 
well as flustered, “very unpleasant,” frustrated, aggressive and secretive. 
 
There is a strong current of officials not knowing whether information being sought is releasable 
or not, which leads them more often than not to err on the side of not releasing the information. 
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4. Samples of Coverage 
 
The attached PDFs illustrate the breadth of coverage in the following newspapers: 
 
• Ottawa Citizen (average daily circ. 141,540) 
• Cornwall Standard-Freeholder (average daily circ. 15,000) 
• Sarnia Observer (avg. daily circ. 40,500) 
• New Brunswick Telegraph-Journal (avg. daily circ. 8,500) 
• The Record of Kitchener, Cambridge, Waterloo (average daily circ. 68,000)  
• Toronto Star (average daily circ. 470,000) 
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Ottawa Citizen. 
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Ottawa Citizen.
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Standard-Freeholder (Cornwall, Ontario)
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Sarnia Observer (Ontario)
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New Brunswick Telegraph-Journal
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Kitchener-Waterloo Record 
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Toronto Star 


